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INTRODUCTION

That the effect of a treatment will vary among subjects is

not surprising, nor is it a recent concept. Roses[1] provided

an 1892 quote by Sir William Osler, ‘‘If it were not for the

great variability among individuals medicine might as

well be a science and not an art.’’ Subject–treatment (S–T)

interaction is, as the term implies, an interaction of

specific subjects with applied treatment(s). The result of

such interaction is a variability of ‘‘individual treatment

effects’’ or ‘‘individual treatment heterogeneity’’ in a

population of interest. Effects of treatment may be

assessed as a measurement of efficacy or toxicity because

variability in either may have important consequences.

Although such variability has often been acknowledged as

an important consideration, medicine today generally

makes use of statistical information gathered about the

general population (often about the ‘‘average’’ subject)

and then applies it to the individual.[2] When there is a

high degree of S–T interaction in a population, there may

be a nonnegligible proportion of the population respond-

ing differently to a treatment, and possibly in the opposite

direction, from the average subject. Even within a

carefully designed clinical trial, the validity of results

may be compromised if there is a wide variability of

individual treatment effects, prompting at least one author

to suggest that inference about the mean treatment effect

be supplemented with information about suspected

variability of effects.[3] Variability in magnitude has been

called a noncrossover interaction as long as the direction

of the effect is the same across subjects, and variation in

direction of individual effects has been termed a crossover

interaction.[4] The latter is usually of more concern to

researchers, possibly playing a role in adverse drug

reactions.[5]

The degree of S–T interaction in a population can be

quantified by a parameter that is related to the variance of

individual treatment effects, although this parameter

cannot be directly estimated using observable data.[6]

However, S–T interaction can produce effects that are

testable using such data. Methods to detect these effects

focused on identifying subsets or covariates to explain

perceived treatment heterogeneity.[4,7–10]

OVERVIEW

Advances in the field of pharmacogenomics have raised

hopes that genetic information may be used to identify

subjects who will ‘‘succeed’’ with a specific treatment.[11]

Recent high-throughput technologies such as microarrays

have enhanced the ability to search for such genetic

contributors.[12,13] Gene–treatment interactions are only

one component of S–T interaction. Other components may

relate to sex, age, environment, other medications,

etc.;[14,15] thus S–T interaction is an upper bound for

gene–treatment interactions.[16] How much S–T interac-

tion is explained by gene–treatment interactions is a

nontrivial problem as clinical studies are often not

designed to evaluate S–T interaction.[16]

Sometimes a comparison between a proportion of

subjects benefiting on a new treatment and the pro-

portion benefiting on a standard treatment is interpreted

as being related to the probability that an individual

subject will benefit on the new treatment. This is not

quite true. Even with crossover trials, identification of

S–T interaction depends on how one defines a ‘‘true in-

dividual treatment effect.’’

The focus of this entry is S–T interaction as a

variability in the magnitude of individual effects and,

when such variability is large, a practical consequence

may be that the effect of treatment for some individ-

uals has important differences from the average effect.

This focus is consistent with that used in earlier pa-

pers.[6,17–19] The goals of the entry are the following:

Define a true individual treatment effect; quantify S–T

interaction as a nonestimable population parameter;

quantify the probability that an ‘‘individual’’ will ex-

perience an ‘‘unfavorable’’ effect of treatment and show

that this probability is a function of S–T interaction

(hence also nonestimable); show some connections be-

tween S–T interaction and causation; demonstrate what

can and cannot be learned about S–T interaction using

observable data; and finally, suggest design modifica-

tions or extensions that may facilitate a more precise

evaluation of the magnitude of S–T interaction (herein,

‘‘nonestimable’’ means that observable data contain in-

sufficient information to allow direct estimation of a
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parameter). Details will be provided for a two-sample

completely randomized design; however, some discus-

sion is included later for matched-pairs and crossover

designs. It is hoped that the entry will at least alert the

researcher to the assumptions that must be made when

equating variability of ‘‘perceived’’ individual treatment

effects with variability of true individual effects.

COMPLETELY RANDOMIZED DESIGN
COMPARING TWO TREATMENTS

Individual Treatment Effects and
Potential Outcomes

Suppose two treatments, T and C, are being compared in

a two-sample completely randomized design. Further,

suppose that at a particular point in time, the value of an

outcome variable, Y, will be measured. This outcome

may be a change from baseline, and it may be

quantitative or dichotomous (i.e., success or failure).

For a subject receiving treatment T, the outcome Y (T)

is observable, and for a subject receiving treatment C

the outcome Y (C) is observable. The bivariate pair [Y (T),

Y (C)] are potential outcomes[20,21] in that only one

of the two is observable for a specific subject at a

particular time.

To avoid the need for the superscripts and thus later

simplifying notation, hereafter X is the outcome to

treatment T and Y is the outcome to treatment C. The

bivariate pair (X, Y) are potential outcomes, and the

variable D = X � Y defines a true individual treatment

effect. Although D cannot be observed for any subject, its

definition helps to conceptualize what is meant by a true

individual effect and thus clarify what can and cannot be

learned about these effects using observable data. The

potential outcomes framework has found use in the area

of statistical causality because the ultimate interest in

causal inference is effects of causes (i.e., treatments) on

specific subjects.[22] The ‘‘fundamental problem of causal

inference’’ is that only one of the two potential outcomes,

X or Y, can be observed for an individual subject.[22]

One can imagine a study evaluating k treatments, and

the potential outcomes would be a vector containing k

outcomes (rather than two); only one of the k out-

comes would be observable for a given subject at a

particular time.

It is the average treatment effect, E(D), that is usually

of interest but it is the variance, Var(D), that quantifies the

degree of variability of individual treatment effects and

hence the magnitude of S–T interaction. S–T interaction is

present when Var(D) > 0, but this quantity cannot be

directly estimated using observed data because of the

fundamental problem of causal inference mentioned

earlier; however, bounds for it can be derived and these

can be estimated.

A Model for Continuous Outcomes and
Consequences of S–T Interaction

Consider N subjects in a two-sample design and the

variables X and Y represent outcomes to treatments T and

C, respectively. The set of N potential outcomes has the

form given below (left) that, after treatment assignment

produces observed outcomes of the form shown (right),

and where the ‘‘?’’ represents an unobservable poten-

tial outcome.

X1 Y1

..

. ..
.

XN YN

0
@

1
A�!Treatment Assignment

X1 ?

? Y2

..

. ..
.

? YN � 1

XN ?

0
BBBBB@

1
CCCCCA

ð1Þ

An assumption is needed that a subject’s outcome will be

unaffected by the treatment assignment outcome for other

subjects in the study. This was termed no interference

between units[23] and generalized later as a stable unit

treatment value assumption (SUTVA).[24]

One could define a treatment indicator variable and

develop an estimate of E(D) and its standard error with

respect to a finite population randomization distribu-

tion.[18,25] Here we will suppose an infinite population

model, and potential outcomes (Xi, Yi), i = 1, . . ., N are a

random sample from a bivariate normal distribution with

mean vector (mX, mY), variances, sX
2 and sY

2, and correla-

tion rXY. Selection bias associated with a nonprobabi-

listic recruitment process are beyond the scope of this

entry and is discussed elsewhere.[26] After a random treat-

ment assignment, we have the usual two-group parallel

design and a mean treatment effect, mD = mX � mY, and

standard error are easily estimated using observed data

because they are functions of parameters in the marginal

distributions of X and of Y. The quantity for S–T

interaction, sD
2 = Var(D) = Var(X � Y), cannot be di-

rectly estimated because sD
2 = sX

2 + sY
2 � 2sXsYrXY, and

there is no available information about rXY in observable

data; that is, it is nonestimable.

One can write sD
2 as follows:

s2
D ¼ ðsX � sYÞ2 þ 2sXsYð1 � rXYÞ ð2Þ

So there is S–T interaction present unless sX = sY and

rXY = 1, and the former condition can be tested using

observed data but the latter cannot. Whether or not S–T

interaction produces unfavorable consequences on a

subset of the population depends upon how large sD is

with respect to mD, a quantity that depends on rXY. As
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an illustration, assume sX = sY = s, that there are n

subjects in each of two treatment groups (so N = 2n),

and that a positive mD above some threshold is a ‘‘bene-

ficial average treatment effect’’ (without loss of general-

ity, assume this threshold is zero). Letting t = mD/sD,

the power to detect a positive average treatment ef-

fect is Power ¼ 1 � Tðt1 � a; 2n � 2; t
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n=2

p
Þ, where

T(t0, k, l) is a cumulative distribution function of

a noncentral t random variable with k degrees of

freedom and noncentrality parameter l, evaluated at

t0. The proportion of the population experiencing a

negative effect of treatment T with respect to C is

P� ¼ PðD < 0Þ ¼ F �t =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ð1 � rXYÞ

p	 

. Fig. 1 shows

the relationship between particular ranges of t (top

horizontal axis), P� (bottom horizontal axis), and Power

(vertical axis) when the nonestimable rXY = 0.7. For

example, one may have high power (> 80%) to detect a

positive average treatment effect when more than 10% of

the population experience a negative effect, unless mD is

1.3 times larger than s when n = 20. The issue is more

pronounced for larger sample sizes and for smaller values

of rXY.

In practice, one will not know the true value of rXY and,

so, will be unable to directly evaluate the size of sD with

respect to mD. Little else can be done with observable data

except to note that letting rXY = 1 and �1 produces

bounds for sD
2 that can be estimated.[6] In a data example,

Gadbury, Iyer, and Allison[17] assessed the sensitivity of

estimated sD
2 and its consequence, P(D < 0), to a range of

values for rXY using maximum likelihood estimation.

Sampling variability was assessed using large sample

properties of maximum likelihood estimators (MLEs) and

also using a bootstrap technique for smaller samples.

A Model for Binary Outcomes and
Consequences of S–T Interaction

Gadbury, Iyer, and Albert[19] showed the following mul-

tinomial population model for binary potential outcomes:

ðx; yÞ ð0; 0Þ ð0; 1Þ ð1; 0Þ ð1; 1Þ
PðX ¼ x; Y ¼ yÞ p1 p2 p3 p4

ð3Þ

where
P

ipi = 1. Suppose that an outcome equal to 1

is a success and 0, a failure (such outcomes may also

reflect a collapsing of continuous outcomes into two

categories, improvement from baseline or no improve-

ment). At a particular time, treatment T is a success

with respect to C for a proportion p3, and D = 1 for

these subjects. However, treatment C is superior to T

for a proportion p2, and D = �1 for this subset. There

is no difference, D = 0, for a proportion p1 + p4. S–

T interaction is present in the population unless one of

the three quantities is equal to 1: p3, p2, or p1 + p4.

However, the individual parameters pi, i = 1, . . ., 4

are nonestimable in observable data and only param-

eters in the marginal distributions can be estimated.

The mean treatment effect is E(D) = E(X � Y) = p3

� p2 and it is this quantity that is estimated in the

usual comparison of two population proportions.

Suppose E(D) = 0.4, then it could be that p3 = 0.4

and p2 = 0.0, or p3 = 0.7 and p2 = 0.3. In the latter

case, 30% of the population would be better off with

treatment C although treatment T was superior on

average. With no additional information, the most that

can be done is to bound the individual parameters with

quantities that can be estimated.[19] For example,

estimable bounds for p2 are given by the following

inequalities:[19]

maxð0; p2 � p3Þ � p2

� minf1 � ðp3 þ p4Þ; p2 þ p4g ð4Þ

The Role of a Covariate

Suppose that a covariate, Z, is observable for all subjects

in a study and that Z is unaffected by treatment. Examples

are a subject’s age, baseline outcome, gender, or a

particular genotype. Assume that, as before, two treat-

ments are being compared and either X or Y is observed

for a subject depending on treatment assignment outcome.

A well-known role for Z is to improve the efficiency in

estimating a mean treatment effect. It can also be used to

refine the estimable bounds for sD
2 .

Suppose that (X, Y, Z) is a trivariate normal random

variable and let bXZ and bYZ be the population regression

Fig. 1 Consequences of S–T interaction in a bivariate

population when sX = sY = s, t = mD/s and rXY = 0.7. There

are n subjects in each of the two treatment groups.
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coefficients relating Z to X and to Y, respectively. Let sXjZ
and sYjZ be the standard deviations of the conditional

distributions of X and of Y, respectively, given Z, let rXYjZ
be the partial correlation between X and Y given Z, and sZ

2

be the variance of the marginal distribution of Z. Then the

following can be shown.

s2
D ¼ sXjZ � sY jZ

	 
2 þ bXZ � bYZð Þ2s2
Z

þ 2sXjZsY jZð1 � rXY jZÞ ð5Þ

Several points can be made regarding Eq. 5. First, all

parameters in Eq. 5 can be estimated using observed

data except the partial correlation. Second, if Z is a

perfect linear predictor of X and of Y, then all S–T

interaction is explained by a covariate–treatment inter-

action as sXjZ = sYjZ = 0. Third, if this is not the case,

then sD
2 = 0 if and only if sXjZ = sYjZ, bXZ = bYZ, and

rXYjZ = 1, and the last equality cannot be tested using

observed data. Fourth, letting rXYjZ = �1 and 1 results

in upper and lower bounds for sD
2 that can be estimated.

Interestingly, these bounds are exactly those that result

from the positive definiteness requirement of the three-

dimensional correlation matrix for (X, Y, Z).[6] Gadbury

and Iyer[6] developed MLEs for these bounds and

derived their large sample properties. Gadbury, Iyer,

and Allison[17] showed an example where data suggested

a covariate by treatment interaction (i.e., bXZ 6¼ bYZ) and

that subjects with higher baseline blood pressure

appeared to have larger decreases in blood pressure

after 12 weeks on a calcium supplement vs. the placebo

group. They noted that although some S–T interaction

is explained by bXZ 6¼ bYZ, there can remain indivi-

dual treatment heterogeneity in subpopulations defined

by values of the covariate Z. Conditioning on a value

of Z, similar results for the two-sample problem (with-

out the covariate) can now be applied to the condi-

tional bivariate distribution of X and Y given Z = z,

where the mean treatment effect is mDjZ = z = mX � mY +

(bXZ � bYZ)(z � mZ) and the conditional variance of D

is sDjZ
2 = sXjZ

2 + sYjZ
2 � 2sXjZsYjZrXYjZ. Gadbury, Iyer,

and Allison[17] then, for varying rXYjZ between �1 and

1, assessed the sensitivity of MLEs for sDjZ and asso-

ciated MLEs for the probability of a negative treatment

effect for a subpopulation of subjects defined by a value

of Z = z, i.e., P(D < 0jZ = z). Large sample properties

of MLEs were used to compute confidence intervals.

Working out the details of using Z as a predictor for

binary outcomes and the associated refinement of bounds

for p2 is a subject for future work. Another use for Z, or

any other subjective information regarding the subjects

in a study, is to use this information to match subjects

into pairs. Some discussion of this situation is given in

the next section along with discussion of the two-period

crossover design.

INDIVIDUAL TREATMENT EFFECTS
IN TWO OTHER DESIGNS

Matched-pairs designs allow for observation of a treat-

ment effect for a pair and computation of the variance of

paired differences. Whether the paired differences equal

true effects for individuals depends on the quality of the

matching criteria. Crossover designs allow for a treatment

effect to be observed for each individual because each

individual receives each of the two treatments separated

by a washout period. The next two subsections define

individual effects and S–T interaction for these two types

of designs.

Matched–Pairs Design

It is assumed that subjects are matched into pairs a priori

of treatment assignment using covariate information or

other subjective information thought to create homoge-

neity of treatment outcomes within pairs. Subjects are

arbitrarily labeled within pairs as Subject 1 and Subject 2.

Two treatments, T or C, are assigned within pairs via a

random coin toss. There are N = 2n subjects in a study

resulting in n matched pairs. The potential outcomes are,

again, defined using variables (X, Y) for outcomes to T and

C, respectively.

Continuous outcomes

One way to parameterize the set of 2n potential out-

comes was shown by Gadbury.[25] This is shown below

along with one pattern of observed outcomes post

treatment assignment.

X1 � e1 Y1 � Z1

X1 þ e1 Y1 þ Z1

� � � � � � � �
X2 � e2 Y2 � Z2

X2 þ e2 Y2 þ Z2

� � � � � � � �
..
. ..

.

� � � � � � � �
Xn � en Yn � Zn

Xn þ en Yn � Zn

0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCA

��!Treatment Assignment

X1 � e1 ?
? Y1 þ Z1

� � � � � � � �
? Y2 � Z2

X2 þ e2 ?
� � � � � � � �

..

. ..
.

� � � � � � � �
? Yn � Zn

Xn þ en ?

0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCA

ð6Þ
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A true individual treatment effect for Subject 1 in the ith

pair is Di1 = Xi � Yi � (ei � Zi) and for Subject 2 it is

Di2 = Xi � Yi + (ei � Zi). The average treatment effect

for the two subjects in the ith pair is Xi � Yi, and the two

individual effects are not equal unless ei = Zi. The

parameters, ei, Zi, i = 1, . . ., n, reflect the quality of the

matching criteria. An observed treatment effect for the ith

pair can be written as,

di ¼ fXi � Yi � ðei þ ZiÞgdi

þ fXi � Yi þ ðei þ ZiÞgð1 � diÞ ð7Þ

where di = 1 implies that Subject 1 received treatment T

and Subject 2 received treatment C; if di = 0, the

assignment is reversed for that pair and P(di = 1) = 1/2

for each pair. The condition, ei = Zi = 0, i = 1,. . .n, is

sufficient for equating an observed treatment effect for a

pair with the true effects for the two individuals in the

pair. S–T interaction can then be directly estimated using

the variance of the observed paired differences.

Binary outcomes

Gadbury, Iyer, and Albert[19] presented the issues

involved in estimating p2 in the population model shown

in expression 3 using a matched-pairs design. There are

now 16 outcomes in the potential outcomes framework,

with four possible outcomes for each subject in a pair.

The potential outcomes for Subjects 1 and 2 in a pair

are represented by {(X1,Y1), (X2,Y2)}. Four (of the 16)

outcomes reflect subjects who are perfectly matched on

both variables. These outcomes are {(x1, y1), (x2, y2)} =

{(0,0), (0,0)}, {(0,1), (0,1)}, {(1,0), (1,0)}, and {(1,1),

(1,1)}. If the sum of the probabilities for these four

outcomes is equal to 1, then only perfectly matched pairs

are available in the matched population.

Suppose subjects have been randomly labeled within

each of n pairs and, without loss of generality, Subject 1 in

each pair receives treatment T and Subject 2 receives

treatment C. So observable variables for a pair are of the

form (X1, Y2) and resulting data are of the form for the

usual matched 2 � 2 table for binary outcomes, or can be

shown as

X1 Y2 Frequency

0 0 s1

0 1 s2

1 0 s3

1 1 s4

ð8Þ

where
P

isi = n. Gadbury, Iyer, and Albert[19] showed

that a sufficient condition for si/n to be unbiased for pi is

that the population of matched subjects are matched on

at least one of the two potential outcome variables; that

is, the proportion that are mismatched on both X and Y

equals zero. There are four potential outcomes that are a

double mismatch, but exchangeability within pairs (as a

result of the random labeling) allows for these four to

be expressed as two unique double mismatches: {(x1,y1),

(x2,y2)} = {(0,0), (1,1)} and {(x1,y1), (x2,y2)} = {(0,1),

(1,0)}. A necessary and sufficient condition for si/n to be

unbiased for pi is that the probabilities of these two

different occurrences of a double-mismatched pair are

equal.[19]

Of course, without additional information, one will not

know how well subjects are matched in the population.

One can still obtain bounds for pi similar to what was

shown earlier for the two independent sample framework.

The quality of the matching criteria cannot be evaluated

using observed data unless the design is altered to

facilitate this. For example, some pairs could be selected

so that both subjects in the pair received treatment T, and

other pairs where both subjects received treatment C.

Gadbury, Iyer, and Albert[19] constructed a simulated

example where p2 = 0.125, and an estimated upper bound

for p2 without this design extension was 0.34. After using

the extension to the design that provided information on

the matching criteria, the estimated upper bound was

tightened to 0.21.

An obvious extension to these results for matched pairs

is to using covariates or other information on subjects to

group subjects into homogeneous blocks. This design will

likely be of more practical use to researchers. Evaluating

S–T interaction in this type of design is the subject of the

current work.

A Two-Period Crossover Design

When feasible to implement, the crossover design

allows a direct observation for an individual effect as

outcomes for each subject are observed for both treat-

ments. (For more discussion on this, see Ref. [16] and

for more details on crossover designs in general, see

Ref. [27].) Whether or not these observed individual

effects are true individual effects depends on how one

defines a true individual effect. Suppose that N = 2n

subjects are in a trial and that during the first time

period, n will be randomly selected to receive treatment

T with the other n receiving C (this balance in the

design is not necessary but is simply used for con-

venience). At some point in time (time 1), outcomes are

observed. After a washout period, treatment assignments

are reversed and at some second point in time (Time 2),

outcomes are observed. It is assumed that the washout

period is sufficient so that there are no carryover effects

of treatments at Time 1 to Time 2. Potential outcomes

Subject–Treatment Interaction 5
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for this scenario were shown by Gadbury[25] and are

repeated below.

Subject Time 1 Time 2

1

..

.

2n

X1 � t1 Y1 � t1

..

. ..
.

X2n � t2n Y2n � t2n

X1 þ t1 Y1 þ t1

..

. ..
.

X2n þ t2n Y2n þ t2n

ð9Þ

There is a true individual treatment effect for each

subject at each time period. The parameters t, t reflect

time effects from Time 1 to Time 2. It may be

reasonable to define a true individual treatment effect

for the ith subject as a combination of the two effects at

each time period. The average will be used here so the

true treatment effect for the ith subject is Di = (1/2){(Xi

� ti) � (Yi � ti) + (Xi + ti) � (Yi + ti)} = Xi � Yi.

Let di = 1 if the ith subject is assigned the first

treatment sequence, T then C, and di = 0 if assigned the

reverse sequence, C then T. The observed treatment

effect for the ith subject is di = {(Xi � ti) � (Yi + ti)}di

ti)}di + {(Xi + ti) � (Yi � ti)}(1 � di). A sufficient

condition for this observed effect to equal the true effect

is that (ti + ti) = 0, meaning that the sequence to which

the subject was assigned had no effect on outcomes.

CONCLUSION

This entry highlighted the role of potential outcomes for

defining individual treatment effects and quantifying S–T

interaction. Three designs were discussed and a few

details were provided for the two-sample completely

randomized design. Evaluating the degree of S–T

interaction, and its consequences, is a challenging

problem and often only bounds can be derived that can

be directly estimated using data. The ability to estimate

S–T interaction requires assumptions about the degree to

which ‘‘observed individual treatment effects’’ are equal

to true individual effects. These assumptions may be

perfectly reasonable in many applications where much is

known about the treatment and/or the disease that is being

treated. Such clinical knowledge and past experience are

often outside the realm of what data can show in a single

experiment. This entry demonstrated some limitations of

using data alone to evaluate individual treatment hetero-

geneity. It is hoped that this will help illuminate the

assumptions that are made when equating observed

heterogeneity with true heterogeneity and, thus, help

investigators to evaluate the reasonableness of such

assumptions in particular contexts. Perhaps new designs

or extensions to current designs will be considered for

clinical trials with an added goal in mind, as Longford

remarked, ‘‘. . .inference about the mean treatment effect

be supplemented by inference about the variation of the

treatment effects.’’[3]
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